Abstract. We study the boundedness properties of pseudo-differential operators a(x, D) and their adjoints a(x, D) with symbols in a certain vector-valued Besov space on Besov spaces Bp',q and Triebel spaces F ,q (0 < p,q < oo). Applications are given to multiplication properties of Besov and Triebel spaces. We show that our results are best possible for both pseudodifferential estimates and multiplication. Denoting by (.,.) 
Introduction
One approach to nonlinear partial differential equations is based on the study of linear differential equations with limited regularity. This leads naturally to applications of pseudo-differential operators with nonregular symbols to nonlinear differential equations. In the monograph by M. Taylor [17] one can find many applications of the calculus of nonregular pseudo-differential operators to nonlinear differential equations. And in this book there are also applications of adjoint pseudo-differential operators. In [7, 9, 10, 12 , 221 the reader can find a deeper study of the calculus and of some of the applications. Our operators contain as a limiting case the paradifferentia.l operators in the form introduced by Y. Meyer [12] . As a rule, in order to obtain optimal results one needs the whole scale of symbols studied here and in [11] . For such results see, for instance, [9, 10] .
In the paper [11] we studied among others the symbol class SB'(r, ; N, A) which is defined by means of vector-valued Besov spaces B 4O (B'). Among other things we proved the boundedness and compactness of the corresponding pseudo-differential operators and their adjoints on Triebel spaces F q for the values of the parameters 0 <p, q, oo. Here we prove the boundedness of these operators and their adjoints on Besov spaces B, , , 7 . By approximation [11: Lemma 1] this immediately implies compactness. And more generally, we introduce symbols related to B ( B 'm ) . This allows us to prove sharp estimates. We are even able to prove some unexpected estimates for these operators on Triebel spaces. This is done in Section 3. In Section 2 we give a complete J. Marschall: Universitãt der Bundeswehr, Fakultät für Informatik, Werner-Heisenberg-Weg 39, D -85577 Neubiberg construction of a(x,D)f and a(x,D)f for f E F, and f E B ,q . Usually one defines a pseudo-differential operator on S(R') and then extends by continuity. But this works only if 0 <p, q < oc. The construction given here works in the full range 0 <p, q !^ no, and is consistent with the usual one. For another approach using elementary symbols see [22] . It should be remarked that we need much less regularity in the -variable than [22] . In Section 4 we study in detail under which conditions (a(x,D)f,g) = (f,a(x,D)*g) holds. It turns out that this is the case, when the boundedness conditions of Section 3 hold. This involves a deeper study of the duality of Besov and Triebel spaces, and of the approximation of distributions in F',q and B q by entire analytic functions of exponential type. And in the final Section 5 we apply our estimates, and we characterize the multiplication of Besov spaces B c B; q (0 <p, q, , I' no), and also the mixed multiplication F ç F;,q . This section ends with a discussion of the sharpness of our pseudo-differential estimates. And we obtain a complete characterization of the conditions, when boundedness of our pseudo-differential operators holds.
Preliminaries on function spaces
Denote by S(R) the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions, and by S'(R) its dual, the space of tempered distributions. Let ,F and F' be the Fourier transform and its inverse, respectively. Let e S(lR') (k E No) be real-valued such that suppo ç {: II <2} suppkc{e:
(keN) (1) and for any multi-index c there exists a constant Ca > 0 such that = {2F 1 (ço k Jf)}II L p (11) <00 if p < 00.
For their basic properties see . In particular these spaces are independent of the chosen system {k}keN0 and they are quasi-Banach spaces. The Triebel spaces F,-,'. ,q (0 < q no) are defined in Frazier and Jawerth [2] . Define (0 < q <no) to be the space of all tempered distributions such that where we have used the convolution inequality [20: Remark 1.5.3.21.
Step 2. Let 0 < p < and hence by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem
which yields (b).
Step 3. It remains to prove that { fk}N converges in S'(IR'1 ). In case (a) it follows from the inequality just proven that 
BB. (R) = {i E BP' ,q: lIMB p . <R}.
F,' .'
We provide both sets with the relativ topology of S'(R"). (10) for any s E R, 0 < p,q 00 (see [1, 5] ). Hence B;(R) and BB;(R) are closed in F;,q and B ,q , respectively. Now it is wellknown that bounded subsets of S'(R") are relatively compact and metrizable (see [181) . Thus BF;, (R) and B B;, (R) with the relativ topology of S'(R') are compact metric spaces. This is a generalization of the weak compactness of the closed unit sphere in case 1 < p, q oo to arbitrary 0< p,q 00.
In Section 4 we present an improvement of the convergence in Lemmata 1 -3, which is better than convergence in S'(R"). For their properties see SchmeiBer and Triebel [13] . We need these spaces for the parameter values 0 The definition of these symbol classes is mainly motivated by the pointwise estimate in Proposition 5 (and also by Proposition 4). When using the Littlewood-Paley decomposition of Besov and Triebel spaces as a starting point, it almost immediately allows good estimates for our pseudo-differential operators. Choosing i = v = N = A one sees that our symbols include the classical Hörmander classes Let us compare our classes with those of Yamazaki [22] . He considers only the case 6 = 0, 1 < ji, v 00 and N = A = 00. In [22] estimates are obtained by decomposing a symbol into reduced (or elementary) symbols., This can be done with our symbols equally well. By comparing the symbol classes on the reduced symbol level one sees that our class SB'(r, M , v; 00, 1) equals the class SI (B T ) m in [22] (here M = (1,... ,1)). The class SF(r,i,v;oo, 1) studied in [11] is even more general than the class Sl(F,)m in [22] . On the other hand, in [22] general anisotropic spaces are allowed. However, our discussion extends to parabolic Besov and Triebel spaces (compare [8] ). Thus our approach is more general than the one in [22) , and it gives sharper results.
For a symbol a E SBr(r, y, ii; N, A) and a function I E S(R') define (14) k=O j=k-3 00 00 = > (15) k=O j=k+4
The adjoint pseudo-differential operator is defined to be, if f E S(R"), It follows that
k=4 j=O l=k-3 (18) k=Oj=k-3 1=0 00 00
k=Oj=k+41=J-3
Moreover - The following approach works in the whole range 0 < p, q 00. It is probably wellknown to the experts but still unpublished. In [22) there is a different approach using elementary symbols. Starting from (12) and (16) 
For the proof of the proposition we need the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator Mr defined for 0 < r < 00 by r>O 
\J B ( x , r )I B(z,r)
Recall that Mr is bounded on LP if r <p < 00 and bounded on LP(l) if r <p < oc and r < q 00.
Proof of Proposition 4.
Step 1. Let (2) 
where the dotted space B' is the homogeneous Besov space. Then the boundedness of Mr yields assertion (a) in case 1 <p2
Step 2. Let 0 < r < 1. Then by the the Plancherel-Polya-Nikol'skij inequality (see
from which assertion (a) follows. Note that in case p' = p2 = 1 we have the additional
Step 3. Let (21) where p = max {j,k,1}. But then by the Holder and the Bernstein inequalities
Step 4. Let P1 = P2 = . We want to prove the pointwise estimate
Mif(x) (22) if N > n, from which the case p ' = P2 = oo of assertion (b) follows. By duality we obtain the case p i = P2 = 1 of assertion (a), too. Now we have
and, since F_ I co +k ll C,
Let us single out the maximal inequalities.
Proposition 5. Let a: R n x R" -C be a symbol. (a) Let suppa(x,.), supp.Ff c {: il <c2'}.

If 0 < i-<2 and N > E , then there exists a constant C > 0 such that
If < r < 1 and N > !, then there exists a constant C > 0 such that
Proof. It remains to prove assertion (b) for the case 0 < 'r < 1. But the proof is the same as for the case r = 1 by taking (21) with p' = r as a starting point U Part (a) of Proposition 5 is from [ 5] . For general parabolic metrics of product type the proposition is found in [8] . In the present context the proof is much more readable. Proposition 4 is the main tool in the case of Besov spaces, and Proposition 5 is the main tool in the case of Triebel spaces. Note that there is a difference in the regularity needed for the -variable. Then Lemma 1 yields
H19( LP)
If we can show that for say f E the right side of this inequality is finite we conclude from Lemma 1 that there exist 9 1 E B q such that
Here we can apply Lemma 2 or 3, and for suitable f we can conclude that
with convergence in S'(R"), and we define a (2) the same reasoning applies to a(x, D)'f.
It remains to prove that this definition is consistent with (12) and (16) when f E S(R).
Lemma 6. Leta: R" x R n -* C be a symbol such that sup 2 1 a(.,
DL°o
DC)
for some N > n max {, } with 1 < A <00 and
let E S(R'). Then the definition given for a(x, D)f above is consistent with (12), and the definition given for a(x, D)*f above is consistent with (16).
Proof.
Step 1. Let 0 E C0 00 (R'2 ) with t4'(e) = 1 in a neighbourhood of the origin, and let 'N() /,(2_N) For each E R" there exists a set E of measure zero -the complement of the Lebesgue set -such that if x 0 E, then ... a(x,) as Let be dense in R n and E u 0 E 1 . This is a set of measure zero and we claim that for (x, e) E x R" a (x,) as N -oo.
By hypothesis there exist a constant C > 0 and 0 < r 1 such that if 1 771 1, then
For (x, ) E x IR" choose a subsequence {,, I j such that ,, -* as j -i cx. Then we obtain
^ I -F-' ON ( X -y )( a( y ,e) -a ( y ,e:1 )) dy
Now choose j so large that the first and the third summand become small independent of N. Fix j and choose N so large that the second summand becomes small. Hence (23) follows.
Step 2. From (23) and the dominated convergence theorem we obtain the assertion
pointwise everywhere in R", and hence by applying (1 -Lx) ' to both sides we obtain
with convergence in S'(R"), where the double integral is understood as an oscillatory integral I
Thus we have completed the definition of a(x, D)f and a(x, D)*f modulo the proof of the finitness of the right side of some inequalities in the Lemmata 1 -3. This will be done in the next section. We remark that in both theorems the restrictions on q are sharp. At the end of Section 5 we will present counterexamples.
Pseudo-differential estimates on
We continue with the action of SB (r, v In case r = 00 the lemma holds with obvious modification. Step 2. Let = + and (max {1,.+ } -1) -(1 -ts)r <5. Then using Lemma 2/(a) and again Proposition 4/(a) it follows that a(2)(x,
CMfB;+m.
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Step where we have used Lemma 11/(a). Now Steps 1 -3 yield assertion (a).
Step 4. For assertion (b) we have only to improve the estimate for a () (x, D). Let s = r1 and p = min {1,p,q}. Then if ii q oo, then Step 2 Again we have used Lemma 11/(a).
Step 3. In case .s = (1 -5 1 )r 1 one obtains analoguously ClfM;+11_(i_6),.
Step 4. If and let p = min {1,p i }. Then p P2 and /1 l\ ('U ---+ r1 -n-+ --11 =r-n (max< 1 since s 1 --+ n ( -= s. Now Steps 1, 2 and 4 yield assertion (a) of the theorem, and Step 3 yields assertion (b).
Step 5. In case s=n . ( max {1,.+}-1)-r,ifp=min{1,p} and > max {i, } one obtains by using Lemma 11/(b)
' p I \P-P2 -1 \P 1 11 
\P P11
This proves assertion (b)I
In [11] we used a different argument to handle the estimation of a () (x, D). The case 1 <p < 00 was derived by duality from the estimate for a () (x, D). It turns out that in [11] in most cases the duality argument can be avoided. In any case the B-space case treated here is easier than the F-space case treated in [11] , where we have proved sharp estimates. We use them in the following proof of Theorem 9 without further reference. In fact, we show only those estimates which have to be improved. 
Proof of Theorem
for 0 <p < q oo (see [31) . Thus assertion (a) is proved.
Step 2. For assertion (b) we use the embedding
for < z <p 00 and < q co (see [1, 6] and for the case p=oo see [11: Lemma 16] ). The proof of this embedding extends to
SB(r, p , p; N,A) '-SF'(r i ,p, q; N, A)
where r -=ri -and (1 -6)r -= (1 -61 )r i -. The symbol classes SF are /A P defined in [11] . Assertion (b) follows now from [11: Theorem 141.
Step 3. For the case ji = oo and 0 < p < 1 of assertion (c) see [11: Theorem 14) . Hence suppose that 0 < 1z < 00, + > 1 and + > 1. Since trivially where we have used (24). Observe that + > 1 implies p < p. Now assertion (c) follows.
Step be the L2 -scalar product. More generally, denote by (.,.) the (S', S)-duality bracket, and let (f, g) = (f,) . The question arises whether it holds
and as we will see, the answer is yes whenever the boundedness results of Section 3 hold. However, we begin with the following 
E R. Then for every 1,9 E S(R') (a(x,D)f,g) = (f, a(x, D)*g).
Proof. Suppose first m < -n. Then by Fubini's theorem
If! f(y)(x, e)g(x) dzddy = (f,a(x,D)g).
If (see [191) , and there are similar results for the Triebel spaces (see [6, 19, 20) ). But we need a generalization of (28) 
LP.
<
This yields the case 0 < p < 1 of assertion (b). The case 1 < p < 00 can be treated analoguously.
Step 3. To treat the cases p = 1 and p = no we need to describe the duality between F1 , and R 00 ' . (max{1,+ 1 1 -1) -(1-8) 
Then for any f E and g E B, it holds that (a(x,D)f,g) = (f, a(x, D)*g).
Theorem 18. Leta E SB'(r,u,u;N,A) be such that rn ER
Then for any f E B ,q and g E B,'" it holds that (a(x,D)*f,g) = (f,a(x,D)g).
It suffices to prove Theorem 17, the proof of Theorem 18 being similar. B,g,B' ;), the theorem follows I Theorems 17 -18 have obvious counterparts for operators on Triebel spaces. For the appropriate symbol classes and the exact boundedness results needed see [11] . 
Proof of Theorem
(aW(x,D)f",g) = (a4(x,D)fN,g8) fN (t) N+8 -, a f. J.f4 x, g = (fN,a()(x,D)*g).
Since by Lemmata 14 -16 f' -f in a (B; -", B,m) and a( ' ) (x, D)f N a(')(x, D )f p,q in a(
Then for any I E F q and g E F7" it holds that (a(x,D)f,g) = (f,a(x,D)g).
There are also results in.case i cc and 8 = 1. The values for the parameter s are in this case (see [8, 11] ) n (max {1,, } -1) < s < r and n• (max {1, , } -1) -r < s < 0, respectively. There are also results in the framework of Theorem 9. Note that assertions (a) and (d) resp. assertions (b) and (c) are dual statements. We leave the formulation of the results to the reader.
There is still another kind of dual results. We formulate it only for Triebel spaces, but there is an obvious counterpart for Besov spaces. Step 2. Lets = n . (max {1, + } -i) -r and + > max {1,}. Then analoguously to Step 5 in the proof of I=-3 This yields (a)/(iv)I Theorem 22 has .a lot of forerunners. Let us mention only [1, 4, 14, 16, 19, 22) . In fact, most cases have been known for a long time. We remark that the inequality Proof. Step Step 2. For R 2 1 large enough let x3 = R(j,0,. . . ,0), and choose A0 < zi and A 1 <q such that = + -. Define
It holds that 00 00 00
Step 3. 
Consequently a (2 (x,D) Step 2. it follows that the support of f is compact.
Step 2. We prove that I € Bo 'if 0 < p < v oo. Note that 2't/.'(2i(. - 
if and only if 0 < ii 1, 1 <p < oo and q = 2, which completes our discussion.
These counterexamples also provide counterexamples for Theorems 7 -9. In fact, in Summing up we have obtained a complete description of the conditions, when boundedness of pseudo-differential operators holds. This characterization extends without any difficulties to the symbol classes SF"(r, ,u, ii; N, A) studied in [11] . Let 0 < p cc, 1 <poo, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
